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Clutter Mitigation of MTI Radar by Moderation of Blind Speed
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ABSTRACT: In radar system to achieve high visibility of clutter, blind speed personate severe limitation on the proper
detection and tracking of MTI radar. By changing the pulse repetition interval which can increase the tolerable values of the
blind speed. A severe problem may arise in the form of blind Doppler, no detection of target. To eliminate these blind speeds
possible method of PRF staggering is used. Instead of using two radar to alleviate the blind speed of two different PRF,s single
radar can minimize the effect of blind speed by two or different PRFs. in this paper systematic method is designed to eliminate
the blind speed.
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1. Introduction

A moving target that moves at such speed and will appear stationary, the echoes of moving target is cancelled along the echoes
of stationary targets .The speeds cause Doppler shift to be an integral multiple of 2 pi are known as blind speeds.It happened
due to the large ground return at zero that prevent the detection of the desire target. Due to blind speed radar is unable to detect
and track the target of interest, so radar is said to be blind for detection and tracking. PRF staggering is used to minimize the blind
speed [1]. It happened because Doppler pulse repetition rate is the difference between transmitted pulse repetition and received
pulse repetition rate when it will be zero. Any target which is moving at blind speed will be undetectable. Many interrelated
parameter values are involve to design a radar system. However even if method is to be economical design, it is unsatisfactory
in that one is never quite certain that the best solution has been found. A systematic design procedures is required to design a
expense and complexity of modern radar that start from the specification and, step by step, lead to the simplest system that meet
required specification and cost effective. A question raised for consideration to design of the blind speed elimination scheme in
a MTI radar. In order to accomplish the low Doppler sidelobes needed for good clutter suppression, The system coherently
process several pulses repeated at a uniform rate [2]. The result comes after the difference of transmitted and received pulses.
Doppler ambiguities introduce blind Doppler zones at multiples of the PRF. The practical method to eliminate blind speeds , PRF
staggering technique is used. This is use several different PRF are staggered at different interval of time. Maximum target
Doppler is proportional to the carrier frequency for a specified maximum target speed. The number of effective anbigguities will
l increase with carrier frequency so Doppler ambiguities are spaced at the PRF. To resolve the difficulties of blind speed
elimination , we choose a higher frequency in order to meet the angular accuracy specifications. The selection of the number of
PRF’s, as the carrier frequency is increased the Doppler spread of the clutter will increase in proportion, for a given PRF ,a larger
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percentage of one PRF interval will be blind due to the clutter. It means more PRF’s is required to eliminate the blind Doppler [3]

2. Doppler Principle and Magnitude of Target Speed

The Doppler principle is used to separate echoes of moving objects from that of stationary objects echoes. There is no Doppler
effect on cross range velocity. Doppler frequency can be easily calculated by mixing the original frequency f and fd echoes
frequency which return after hitting with radial velocity vr , so that

So Doppler frequency is positive because target approaching ,it will be negative if target receding. The phase change Δ Ø
between pulses can be expressed as

ΔR represents the range change between pulses . To explain ,three specific conditions can be defined as,

Δφ < 2 π , the Doppler shift fd  can be unambiguously measured.

(i) Δφ = 2 π , the Doppler shift fd equals the PRF. PRF is related to the time interval between pulse in the form:

(ii) Δφ > 2 π , denote that the target is always be detectable but Doppler shift can not represent the correct speed of target and
will be incorrect by an integral multiple of PRF. The PRF staggering is used to eliminate the blind speed and to resolve the
ambiguous measurement of target speed, the Doppler frequency can be represented more accurately as [5]:

3. Set of  PF’s For Maximum Ambiguous Doppler Effect

The following problem is to be carefully weighed that if a MTI radar uses a basic pulse with burst with pulse repetition frequency
 fr resulting in an unambiguous Doppler of  fr .

For blind speed elimination, an additional burst on different PRF’s added. The set of n PRF’s has an unambiguous Doppler of
Kn   fr  this is the lowest Doppler at which the blind zones can be overlap at all n PRF’s. we initiated the basic burst  with a PRF

of                       repreaent the pulse repetition period. Its receiver response is the integer multiple of  fr . [2] If a specific filter

is blind by clutter ,for better distinguish between targets MTI filters are used. Width of the filter can define the width of the blind
Doppler zone  Δ Δ Δ Δ Δvb  is the width of the Doppler interval at which target can not be detected if the filter contains strong clutter
[7].

(1)

(2)

(3)
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4. Response Of  A Single Cancler And Prf Staggering

A radar with two interpulse duration T1 and T2 , n1 and n2 are the integer so ,

The first true blind speed occur such that

Using staggering rations closer to unity pushes the first true blind speed farther out, so that the dip in the vicinity of 1/T1
become deeper ,if n PRF are staggered than [3] ;

The first true blind speed for the staggered waveform is defined if the first blind speed to occur for any of the individual PRFs
is vblind1 ,

Unambiguous range is inversely proportional to the PRF and if the PRF is to high 2nd time around clutter can be an issue.

5. Mitigation Of  Blind  Speed  And  Mti Improvement

In this paper two quantities are used to define the performance of MTI system and the two factors are MTI “Improvement
factor” and Clutter attenuation. The ratio between these two factors are [4]:

Pci  is input clutter power and Pco is the output clutter power in MTI filter .

By using Gaussian shaped clutter power spectrum as:

PRF staggering ratio can be defined as:

       (4)

      (5)

       (6)

       (7)

       (9)

       (8)

       (10)
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Figure 1. Frequency response of a single canceler which show the
top plot correspond to T1

Pc define the clutter power which is constant, σt is the rms frequency of the clutter and can be defined as:

σv  represent the clutter spectrum spread due the wind velocity, σs denotes the standard deviation for the clutter spectrum
spread due to the antenna scanning., σv  is the clutter spectrum spread due the radar platform motion if required [5]. So

And clutter spectrum spread due to the antenna as:

The constant Pc yield [3]:

Pci = Pc are equal ,then the output power of the MTI filter as [6]:

6. Simulations And Computer Results

(11)

(13)

(12)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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Figure 2. Frequency response of a single canceler which show the
middle plot correspond to T2

Figure  3. Stagger ratio T1/T2=5/4 with bottom plot ,so Red line show the normalized frequency response of filter at
staggering ratio T1/T2=5/4 blue line represents frequency response at stagger T1, green line show stagger T2

Figure 4. Target velocity relative to first blind ks= 73/74
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Figure  5. Target velocity relative to first blind
ks=29/28

Sr#        f (GHz)       PRT          λ( m)     Radar blind
                                                                 speed m/s

                                                                    1              2                6               0.15           12500000

                                                                    2              3                10            -0.2317       -1158500

                                                                    3              5                12             0.4255        17729166

                                                                 4             6      14        0.1759          6282142

                                                                   5              7                16             0.1887         -5896875

                                                                   6              8                18            -0.5085         -14125000

                                                                   7              9                 20            0.7316         18290000

Table 1. Blind Speeds

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated that PRF staggering technique to approach the problem of designing a scheme for blind
speed elimination is a systematic manner. PRF nimbleness is used by changing the pulse repetition interval (PRI) between
consecutive pulses. Assuming two radars which have different PRFs are used for detection. The blind speeds of two radars are
distinct and also proportionals to the PRF. To assuage the problem of blind speeds by using two radar is costly process. Instead
using two radar ,a single radar can be used with distinct PRFs. PRF staggering Also provides a practical solution to distinguish
the moving and stationary objects because of repetitionof pulses to eliminate the blind speed [8].
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